
from poltergeist residues: rituals for traumatic hauntings 
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the hive as home. 
 

to leave the hive and be seen feels like a violence. anxiety becomes panic. uncontrollable shaking 
and paranoia.  

 

instinctually, walking turns into jogging turns into running. my body asks for me to return – the 
hive, with its wax walls and honey, is safety. what lies beyond the hive is unknown, unstable. 

 
it begins in this way: i create the dance to spell something out and by doing so, i will find the 

routes around my home that evoke the smallest amount of panic.  

 
when honeybees dance the waggle dance, it is to communicate the locations of food and water 

sources with the colony. the waggle is the part of the dance in which the bee rapidly shakes back 
and forth, following a line. it then curves – creating the top and bottom of a figure eight (8). the 

angle of the waggle line and the curve indicate where the food source is. similarly, the tremble 

dance is used by the honeybees as a means of recruiting fellow bees to collect nectar.  
 

to waggle is to wobble or shake while in motion. to move up or down in a rapid manner. an 
awkward word – not wiggle, but basically the same definition: to move quickly and irregularly 

from side to side. both are a quick, back and forth / up and down motion, but waggle sounds 

controlled comparatively to wiggle.  
 

who decided the bee’s purposeful waggle was a dance? some bee “theorists” discuss bees as 
having an entire language of dance, in german “tanzsprachei” – in which their movements are the 

signifier and the information they convey, such as a food source, is the signified. is dance always 

a language? does it always communicate? is my walking around the neighborhood meant to 
communicate something with anyone other than myself? if bees are using a dance language, then 

perhaps i am just dancing, but not communicating? or is this essay the communication aspect of 
my waggle dance?  

 



i begin with the intention of dancing the waggle dance to mark the most comforting pathways to 
and from my hive. not to food sources. an appropriated waggle dance. the waggle takes place in 

my walking back and forth over the sidewalk to avoid cracks, low-hanging branches, and fellow 
pedestrians. the dance seems more like a waggle than a tremble. i hope to recruit no fellow bees. 

and while spelling something out with my body, i am aware that no one, except perhaps someone 

in an airplane above me, can read my message.  
 

but the ritual morphs into something else entirely. i stay within a five block radius of my hive. i 
am not searching for routes. i mark the sidewalks with language – a mantra that is felt, but never 

spoken – lull. my legs act as the pen and the neighborhood’s sidewalks become the page. i work 

palimpsestually – marking and remarking the same terrain with my invisible ink. 
 

am i writing on this landscape or the landscape writing on me?  
 

as i mark the sidewalk, the letters are marked more fixedly in my mind, and my body 

experiences the shape of the letter – how it feels to traverse space like a letter, how it feels to 
mark the ground like a page. 

 
 
the ritual has dual purposes: the waggle dance – the mantra and its embodied marking lead to a 

state of mind / body cohesion. this means the ritual can be used to end periods of dissociation – a  

separation between body and mind or between reality and imagination. when dissociating, i 
watch my body do things, but do not feel like i am part of my body. i’m floating above it. by 

walking with purpose, i cannot drift away from my body – there can be no separation.  
 

this waggle dance can also be used to protect the home – marking space with language in this 

way is much like casting a spell. the language must reflect the goal of the spell – lull me to a 
state of mind that is hive-like. lull – i spell it out. though mimetic art is not usually my favorite 

thing, i want to marry my movement and my language – just like a mantra helps to marry breath 
and movement in a yoga practice. i want to lull myself into a state of calm.  



 
to be lapped.  

to let up. 
to be let and lapped and lulled. 

 

the problem with the word lull is that it does not denote presence. to lull into a soothing slumber. 
a lullaby. to sleep is to leave the body, enter only the mind. to sleep is lose awareness of the 

physical world, to forget the real and dwell in the imaginary. dictionary.com ii says “to give or 
lead to a false sense of safety; cause to be less alert, aware, or watchful.” safety that is not real; to 

dwell in the imaginary. 

 
is it possible to adjust the meaning of a word? can lull become, “to give or lead to a soothing 

level of alertness; to be lapped into a useful state of presence?” 
 

protection does seem to be created through familiarity, and perhaps in this way, the ritual nearly 

accomplishes its original goal.  i traverse the same five blocks and they become more real to me, 
i notice the details – the upheaved sidewalk about half-way between cedar and hazel on 48th, the 

perpetually open garage door that reveals a strange decaying interior on 47th, the soft seed pods 
on the vine outside my apartment on cedar – and maybe this, too, relates to dissociation. when i 

walk through my neighborhood in panic, i notice nothing. the neighborhood blurs into shapes 

and colors, nothing distinct. my body carries me home and my mind checks out. but with this 
purpose – to spell out a message – i notice the details – the shapes become trees, houses, cars.  

 
 
walking in this way reminds me of the situationist international idea of dérive, which is described 

as “a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiences.” literally, dérive means to drift. guy 

debord writes, “from a dérive point of view cities have psychogeographical contours, with 
constant currents, fixed points, and vortexes that strongly discourage entry into or exit from 

certain zones.iii” by drifting through the city, one encounters the currents that carry one’s body 
through that city. dérive has less to do with chance encounters and more to do with 



understanding how the geography of a city affects one psychologically, and how that affect 
drives foot traffic throughout the city. 

 
this association may be inappropriate in that dérive is spontaneous and unplanned, but my path 

has been mapped out. still, i feel compelled to move in specific ways throughout my walk. to 

take a larger step over a crack, to keep to the left because of an over-grown bush. even where i 
place my gaze feels affected by the contours of the neighborhood.  

 
if the city-scape can alter one’s mental state, is it possible to, is there room to, lull, to waggle? 

will the city’s spell and my own spell be at odds with one another? 

 
i complete the ritual twice – once while being filmed, which makes me so aware of my body that 

i’m a bit uncomfortable. the second iteration is just me and two cameras. it takes several days to 
convince myself to leave the house for the second iteration. almost immediately upon leaving the 

house, a man stops me to ask who planted the flowers in the yard of my hive. he says they were 

so beautiful that he stopped biking just to look at them. i remember that fellow bees are actually 
quite nice and that leaving the house can be okay.  

 
 

lull.  
 

the sun is out and west philly’s flowers are in full bloom. some fellow bees seem uncomfortable 

with my cameras, with my repeated passing by their homes. in my healing, am i harming others? 
 

i wonder about documentation. by filming the rituals, am i performing rather than experiencing? 
does the knowledge that i will be watched make my movements less authentic? does the ritual 

have as much power when it is documented or would it gain more power from being unseen? 

 
i remember when this project first came to mind over a year ago, i told my friend, s, about it. i 

asked her how to know what form a project will take – was this a performance piece or a writing 



project or objects? she advised me just to work, and that at some point, the project would become 
clear enough to demand a particular form. working in this form now, i’ve still heard no demands 

from the project.   
 

the ritual is not specific to this location. what i mean is that my panic outside of the home always 

exists. on campus, in this neighborhood that i am fairly new to, in my neighborhood in mead, 
colorado, in cities both familiar and unfamiliar.  

 
on campus, a hive can be a familiar building. in the familiar city, it can be a workplace or a 

friend’s apartment. but what happens in a city without any hive?  

 
how can i cast a spell like this without something to cast it on?  

 
lull. 

 

am i the hive?  
 

the ritual, like all rituals, requires a belief in a sort of magic. i wonder if therapy is that much 
different than ritual.  

 

my therapist suggested using emdr to treat my ptsd. in a section called, “emdr for laypeople,iv” 
the emdr institute describes the logic behind emdr as, “The brain’s information processing 

system naturally moves toward mental health.  If the system is blocked or imbalanced by the 
impact of a disturbing event, the emotional wound festers and can cause intense suffering.  Once 

the block is removed, healing resumes.”  

 
emdr is an eight part process that requires tracing a belief or feeling back to its origin – what 

event in your personal history triggered the block in your system? 
 

upon discovering the origin of this belief, eye movements or other bilateral stimulation are used 

while the patient closes their eyes, thinks of an image related to that origin, and then, “just 
notices whatever spontaneously happens.” 

 
electric pulsars are held in your hands. the pulses oscillate between left and right hand. to be 

lapped and lulled. you close your eyes and re-enter the traumatic memory. your therapist is there 

to aid the process. a strange thing occurs. the memory is horrific to enter – it’s hard to stay there. 
maybe you cry, maybe you are close to throwing up. your therapist reminds you to remain 

separate from what is happening. you chose to view your memories through glass and imagine an 
aquarium – you stand looking into a huge fish tank and inside the fish tank is the memory, 

behind those thick layers of glass. at some point, you realize you are yourself – an adult – but 

there is a younger you inside the glass that needs your help. you perform magic to enter the tank. 
you pick your younger self up and cast the spell that allows for escape, and suddenly both you’s 

are bobbing in a salty ocean, far away from your attacker. to let up. the younger you wraps her 
arms around your neck. to be lapped, in the waves, to be lifted. the waves swelling, to swim. not 

to be lifted, to lift yourself, to lift both you’s. having swam to the shallows, you stand, sand 
slipping in between your toes. to let up. you dig your hands into the sand, finding a sand crab – 



an offering for the younger you. you find life in the lapping waves, life in the salted sand. to hold 
and to rock, to be let and lapped, the sand crab burrowing into the sand, you holding yourself on 

the shore, the electric pulsars oscillating in your hands, the waves endlessly lapping against the 
shore, i am let, i am lapped, i am lulled. 

 
 

 

i https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waggle_dance 
i i http://www.dictionary.com/browse/lull?s=t 
i i i both quotes in this paragraph come from this source: http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/si/theory.html 
iv both quotes in this paragraph come from this source: http://www.emdr.com/what-is-emdr/ 

                                                           


